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introduction is obviously hampered by his large knowledge and understanding of Fracastoro. He might give us a far larger book than the present volume on the learned doctor whom he would prefer to present as the passionate poet. But even the bibliographical enthusiast must be grateful for the introduction, if only for the appreciative glimpse of Dr. Osler and his professorial adviser.
The work lists all the Latin editions of the poem. The completeness of this list was assured by the circulation of hand-lists long before publication, a method heartily to be recommended to bibliographers. Italian, English, French, German, Spanish, and Portuguese translations are listed in the same careful fashion. The bibliographical description of each book is a model of accuracy and thoroughness. The final section on bibliography and criticism naturally calls for selection and here the judgment of the editors seems to be beyond criticism. The illustrations are sufficiently numerous and well selected; the book itself is a beautiful example of the fine art of printing. The importance of the exchange of fluids in man has led to an enormous amount of investigative work, greatly facilitated in the past twenty years by the development of accurate quantitative analytical methods adapted to small
